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Stage.5 TERA Transfers the balance amount (the rest 50%) to the Artist as soon as Arists finalizes his/ her performance.

PAYMENT OPTIONS

Thank you for choosing TERA, always remember that we are not just a booking agency, we are are your partner. All are processes are designed to provide security to both Organizers 
and Artists.

Booking Cancellation Policy - Check Page.2

As soon as the air tickets are booked and no later than 10 days before artist's departure date, the organizer must transfer the rest 50% 
of the agree booking fee to TERA. If the organizer fails to make payment, the Artist will be restricted to travel and any money paid by the 
organizer in advance will be non-refundable

PAYMENT OPTION 1 (Recommended)

The organizer transfers 100% of the agreed artist performance fee to a TERA account to confirm booking - TERA will act as security 
guarantor for organizer's money. Note: the organaizer can announce the artist only after TERA receives payment.

PAYMENT OPTION 2

The organizer transfers 50% of the agreed artist performance fee to a TERA account to confirm booking  
Note: the organaizer can announce the artist only after TERA receives payment.

In communication with everyone (Tera & Organizer) Air tickets and accommodation for the artist will be arranged.

TERA will transfer 50% of the booking fee to the artist as soon as the artist boards the flight.

In communication with everyone (Tera & Organizer) Air tickets and accommodation for the artist will be arranged.

TERA will transfers 50% of the booking fee to the artist as soon as the artist boards the flight.

TERA Transfers the balance amount (the rest 50%) to the Artist as soon as Arists finalizes his/ her performance.



1. Artist Cancelletations

Clause.1

Clause.2

Clause.3

Clause.1 (If Organizer Notifies of Event Cancellation MORE than 60days in advance of the Event Date)

Clause.2 (If Organizer Notifies of Event Cancellation LESS than 60days in advance and MORE that 45days in advance of the Event Date)

Clause.3 (If Organizer Notifies of Event Cancellation LESS than 45days in advance)

Days/ Cancellation
Before 60 Days

Between 60 & 45 Days
After 45 Days

Clause.4

BOOKING CANCELLATIONS POLICY

Payment Option 1 Payment Option 2

Overview of Above Clauses in a Table Format

In a situation where the organizer has chosen to cancel his event, and the cancellation is done and notified more than 60 days in advance of the date of the event, the 
organizer will receive 100% of his money back (full refund).This clause applies only when the organizer has already paid TERA 100% in advance (Payment Option.1)

In a situation where the organizer has chosen to cancel his event, and the cancellation is done and notified LESS than 60 days in advance and MORE than 45 days in advance 
of the date of the event, the Artist will receive a net 25% of all agreed fees as compensation.

In a situation where the organizer has chosen to cancel his event, and the cancellation is done less than 60 days in advance of the date of the event, the Artist will receive a 
net 50% of the the agreed fees as compensation.

 Days Before Cancellation VS Payment Type VS % Compensation of Total Fee

In a situation where the artist has arrived the organizers event, and due to the negligence or fault of the Artist was not able to perform, the artist will have to refund TERA of 
any amount paid already paid in advance, and TERA will refund the organizer of the rest of the booking fee that is left in its posession. Also Clause.1 from Section.1: Artist 
Cancellentations, will apply. 

2. Organizer Cancelletations

In a situation where the artist has atteneded or was planning to attend the organizer's event, and due to the negligence or fault of the organizer or any other third party 
related to the Organizer, was not able to attend or perform, the artist will still be paid in full - unless the artist decides otherwise. 

Full Refund
25%
50%

25%
50%
50%

Also the total amount of money the organizer has spend on ticket purchases will be give the organizer as credit for a future performance of the same TERA arist in any of his 
future events. For example if the total value of the tickets were 100EUR and the artist fee is 500EUR, the organizer will be given the right to book the same artist for 400EUR 
for one of his future events.

In a situation where an organizer has already purchased tickets for an artist and the artist is not able to attend the flight for any reason (including health reasons, local 
strikes or any other unforseen situation) The organizer will be refunded in full. 


